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Abstract
In this note nite weakly {s; t}-semia"ne linear spaces are studied. If there is a good point
of degree n + 1 then those with di0erent point degree are classied. In the other cases some
classes of them are characterized. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A (&nite) linear space [8] is a pair (P;L), where P is a (nite) non-empty set of
points and L is a family of subsets of P, called lines, such that
(L1) Any two distinct points are on a unique line,
(L2) every line contains at least two points,
(L1) there are at least two points.
From now on let (P;L) be a nite linear space and put v= |P|, b= |L|. If p is a
point, the degree of p is the number [p] of lines through p and if L is a line the
length of L is its cardinality [6]. Let n+ 1=maxp∈P [p], then the integer n is called
the order of (P;L) [6].
For any point-line pair (p; l) with p =∈ l denote with (p; l) the number of lines
through p and missing l, which are also called parallel lines to l.
A near-pencil is a nite linear space on v points with a line of length v− 1 [6].
A (h; k)-cross, h; k¿3, is a linear space whose points are on two incident lines, one
of length h and the other of length k [6].
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A projective plane is a linear space such that every two lines meet each other and
every line has at least three points [6].
Let s and t be two non-negative integers with s¡t. The unique nite linear space on
t + 3 points, with a single line of length t − s+ 2 and the remaining lines of length 2
is denoted with Ss; t [1,2].
Let H be a nite set of non-negative integers, then (P;L) is an H-semia7ne linear
space [2] if (p; l)∈H for any point line (p; l) with p =∈ l.
The study of nite H -semia"ne linear spaces was started by Dembowski and Kuiper
in [5] which considered the case H= {0; 1} and its aim is to classify or characterize
nite linear spaces in which for any point line (p; l) with p =∈ l the number of parallel
line to l through p is known.
In the literature we can nd several papers which study H -semia"ne linear spaces
for many values of H , (see for example [1, Chapter 3]).
Successively Beutelspacher and Schestag [3] introduced weakly {a−1; a}-semia7ne
linear spaces to study the following problem on nite linear spaces.
Describe the structure of a &nite linear space when the number (p; l)∈H is known
only for a large subset of the family of lines.
Denition 1.1. Let (P;L) be a nite linear space of order n with the line set par-
titioned in two sets V (V= ∅) and I, the visible and invisible lines respectively. A
good point is a point such that all lines through it are visible. Let H be a nite set of
non-negative integers, then (P;L) is weakly H-semia7ne if the following conditions
hold:
(W1) A line l is visible if and only if for every point p =∈ l we have (p; l)∈H .
(W2) Every visible line has at least two good points.
(W3) For any non incident point-line pair (p; l) we have (p; l)¿min H .
A weakly H -semia"ne linear space is proper if for any h∈H there is a non-incident
point-line pair (p; l) such that (p; l)= h.
In [3] Beutelspacher and Schestag characterize weakly {a − 1; a}-semia"ne linear
spaces with non-constant point degree and with a good point of degree n + 1, while
when all points have the same degree they consider the case a=1 and obtain an
embedding result. Recently weakly H -semia"ne linear spaces have been studied by
Biondi in the case H= {0; 1; 2} [4], Lo Re and Olanda in the case H= {1; 3} [9] and
Durante and Napolitano in the case H= {0; 2} [7]. All these authors consider weakly
semia"ne linear spaces with a good point of degree n+ 1.
In this note we study the case |H |=2 for any s and t.
Since each weakly H -semia"ne linear space (with |H |¿2) is proper for some set
of integers H ′⊆H we may consider only proper weakly H -semia"ne linear spaces.
Furthermore every H -semia"ne linear space is weakly H -semia"ne with I= ∅.
We observe that if min H=0 then axiom (W3) is obviously veried.
Finally we recall some denitions on linear spaces that we use in this note.
Let n be a nite projective plane of order n and let X be a subset of points of
n such that in n\X there are at least three non collinear points. If we remove X
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from n we obtain a linear space n\X that is called the complement of X in n [1].
We call any linear space which has the same parameters (i.e., the number of points,
the number of lines, the point-and line-degrees) of n\X the pseudo-complement of X
in n [1].
The Nwpanka–Shrikhande plane is the linear space on 12 points and 19 lines with
constant point degree 5, each point being on one line of length 4 and four lines of
length 3 [1,6].
1.1. Some examples of &nite proper weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear spaces
E1. The complement of a subset X in a projective plane  of order n, with |X |= k
and such that 1
(i) |X ∩ l|6n− 1 for every line l,
(ii) there are external lines to X and tangent lines to X ,
(iii) n¿( k2 ) + 1,
is a weakly {0; 1}-semia"ne linear space of order n. The invisible lines are
lines with at least two points on X and the visible are the external or tangent
lines to X .
E2. The complement of a (n + 1)-arc  in a projective plane of order n, (n¿5),
is a weakly {0; 2}-semia"ne linear space of order n. The invisible lines are the
tangent to  and the visible are the remaining lines, (see [7]).
E3. The complement of the set consisting of a line l and a set of s−1, (26s6n−1),
collinear points not on l is a weakly {1; 2}-semia"ne linear space of order n.
There is a single invisible line, that of length n+ 1− s.
E4. The complement of a subset X ∪ l in a projective plane  of order n, where l is
a line and X a set of points with |X |= k and such that
(i) X contains at least three non-collinear points and |X ∩ l|6n − 1 for every
line l,
(ii) there are external lines (at least two) to X and tangent lines to X ,
(iii) n¿( k2 ) + 3,
is a weakly {1; 2}-semia"ne linear space of order n. The invisible lines are
the secant to X .
E5. The complement of a (n+1)-arc  together an external line L to  in a projective
plane of order n, (n¿5), is a weakly {1; 3}-semia"ne linear space of order n.
The invisible lines are the tangent lines to  and the visible are the remaining
lines, (see [9]).
E6. Sn−2; n−1 is a weakly {n− 2; n− 1}-semia"ne linear space.
E7. The Fano quasi-plane, i.e. the linear space on v=7 points and b=9 lines obtained
from the projective plane of order 2 by breaking up a line of length 3 in three
lines of length 2, is a weakly {0; 1}-semia"ne linear space of order n=3 and
with no good point of degree n+ 1.
1 For example X is a Steiner system with at most n− 1 lines embedded in .
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In this paper we prove the following theorems.
Theorem I. If (P;L) is a &nite weakly {s}-semia7ne linear space then it is a near
pencil or a Steiner-system S(2; k; 1 + (k + s)(k − 1)).
Theorem II. A &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n with non-constant
point degree and with a good point of degree n + 1 is the linear space Ss; t or the
pseudo-complement of t concurrent lines, save their common point, in a projective
plane of order n.
Theorem III. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {1; 2}-semia7ne linear space with con-
stant point degree n+1 and b6n2+n lines. Then (P;L) is embeddable in a projective
plane of order n or is the Nwpanka–Shrikhande plane.
Theorem IV. A &nite weakly {0; t}-semia7ne linear space with no good point of
degree n+ 1 is the Fano quasi-plane if one of the following conditions holds.
(i) There is a visible line of length 3.
(ii) There is an invisible line of length n− 1.
2. Point degree and line length of a nite weakly {s; t}-semia ne linear space
Proposition 2.1. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly H -semia7ne linear space. If there
exist two lines l; l′ such that P= l∪ l′ then (P;L) is H-semia7ne with minH61
and H ⊆{1; |l| − 1; |l′| − 1} or H⊆{0; |l| − 2; |l′| − 2}.
Proof. Since there exists a good point it follows that all lines are visible and all
points are good. Then (P;L) is H -semia"ne and the assertion follows from results
on H -semia"ne linear spaces [2, Lemma 2:1].
From now on we may suppose that for each pair of lines there is a point outside of
them and hence that each point has degree at least three.
Proposition 2.2. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly H-semia7ne linear space. If p and
q are two distinct points then there exist a visible line missing both.
Proof. Let p and q be two distinct points and let l; l′ be two visible lines (we can
nd these lines because (W2) holds). If one of them does not contain both p and q
the assertion is proved. Suppose then that one of them, say l, contains p and does not
contain q. Let p′ be a good point on l di0erent from p and x a point outside l∪p′q,
then the line p′x is visible and miss both p and q.
Proposition 2.3. A &nite weakly {s}-semia7ne linear space (P;L) is a Steiner sys-
tem S(2; k; 1 + (k + s)(k − 1)) or a near-pencil.
Proof. If (P;L) is the union of two lines then it is a near pencil. Then suppose that
(P;L) is not the union of two lines. Let p0 be a point of degree n + 1 and let q
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be a point di0erent from p0. Let l be a visible line missing both p0 and q, since
(p0; l)= (q; l)= s it follows that |l|= n + 1 − s and [q] = n + 1. Thus all points
have degree n+ 1 and counting v from the visible lines through a good point we get
v=1 + (n + 1)(n − s). From (W3) it follows that all lines have length n + 1 − s, so
the assertion follows.
Proposition 2.4. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of
order n. Then for every point p we have [p]∈{n+ 1− t + s; n+ 1}.
Proof. Let p be a point of degree n+ 1 and let q be a point di0erent from p. From
Proposition 2.1 it follows that there exists a visible line l missing both p and q. Then
|l|= [p] − (p; l), it follows that |l| ∈ {n + 1 − t; n + 1 − s}. Since l is visible then
[q] = |l|+ (q; l), thus the assertion follows.
Proposition 2.5. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of
order n. If l is a visible line then |l| ∈ {n+ 1− 2t + s; n+ 1− t; n+ 1− s}.
Proof. Let l be a visible line and p a point not on l. Since |l|= [p] − (p; l) then
from the previous proposition the assertion follows.
3. Weakly {s; t}-semia ne linear spaces with a good point of degree n + 1
In this section we consider nite proper weakly {s; t}-semia"ne linear spaces of
order n with a good point of degree n+ 1 and we prove Theorems II and III.
Proposition 3.1. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n
with a good point of degree n+1; then there is no visible line of length n+1−2t+ s.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exists a visible line ‘ of length n+1−2t+ s.
Then points not on ‘ have degree n+ 1− t + s and points of degree n+ 1 are on ‘.
It follows that the visible lines cannot have length n+ 1− s.
If ‘ is the unique visible line of length n + 1 − 2t + s and p is a good point
not on ‘, then p has degree n + 1 − t + s and lines passing through p have length
n + 1 − t. Counting v from p we obtain v=1 + (n + 1 − t + s)(n − t). On the other
hand counting v from a good point x∈ ‘ we obtain v= n+1−2t+ s+([x]−1)(n− t).
Comparing these two values of v, since x has degree n + 1 − t + s or n + 1 we
get n= t + 1. But n + 1 − 2t + s¿2, hence substituting n= t + 1 we have t= s, a
contradiction.
Thus there are at least two visible lines of length n + 1 − 2t + s. It follows that
there exists a unique point of degree n+ 1, their common point. From the hypothesis
it follows that this point is good. Denote with p0 this point. Let p be a good point of
‘ di0erent from p0, counting v from p we have
v= n+ 1− 2t + s+ (n− t + s)(n− t): (1)
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Let l be a line passing through p0 di0erent from ‘ and let x be a good point of
l− {p0}, counting v from x we have
v= |l|+ (n− t + s)(n− t): (2)
Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) we obtain |l|= n + 1 − 2t + s. Hence all lines passing
through p0 have length n+ 1− 2t + s. Counting v from p0 we have
v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− 2t + s): (3)
Comparing Eqs. (1) and (3) we obtain s= t a contradiction. This ends the proof.
From the previous proposition and (W3) it follows
Proposition 3.2. If (P;L) is a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of
order n with a good point of degree n + 1; then a line ‘ is visible if and only if
|‘| ∈ {n+ 1− t; n+ 1− s}.
Proposition 3.3. If (P;L) is a proper &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of
order n with a good point of degree n+1, then visible lines of length n+1− t exist.
Proof. If there is no visible line of length n + 1 − t then from (W3) it follows that
all points have degree n + 1. Hence (P;L) is weakly {s}-semia"ne, a contradiction
since (P;L) is a proper weakly {s; t}-semia"ne linear space.
3.1. Weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear spaces with a good point of degree n+ 1 and
with non-constant point degree
Lemma 3.1. If there is a good point of degree n+1− t+ s then there exists a visible
line of length n+ 1− s.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that visible lines of length n + 1 − s do not exist.
Counting v from a good point of degree n+ 1 we obtain:
v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− t):
Counting v from a good point of degree n+ 1− t + s we have
v=1 + (n+ 1− t + s)(n− t):
Comparing these two values of v we obtain n= t, a contradiction.
Lemma 3.2. If there is a visible line of length n+1−s then points of degree n+1−t+s
are good.
Proof. Let ‘ be a visible line of length n+ 1− s.
Case 1. There are at least two visible lines of length n+ 1− s. Let ‘′ be another
visible line of length n + 1 − s. Then ‘ and ‘′ meet in a point q0 that is the unique
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point of degree n+ 1− s+ t. Counting v from a good point p0 of degree n+ 1 of ‘
we obtain
v= n+ 1− s+ n(n− t): (4)
Let x be a point not on ‘∪ ‘′. From (W3) it follows that lines through x have length
at most n+ 1− t. Counting v from x we have
v6|xq0|+ n(n− t): (5)
Comparing Eqs. (4) and (5) we obtain |xq0|¿n+1− s. Since p0 =∈ xq0, from (W3) it
follows |xq0|6n+1− s. Hence |xq0|= n+1− s. Thus all lines through q0 have length
n+ 1− s, so they are all visible. It follows that q0 is good.
Case 2. ‘ is the unique line of length n + 1 − s. Each point not on ‘ has degree
n+1. Let q0 be a point of ‘ of degree n+1− t + s. Let x be a good point of degree
n+ 1 not on ‘. Counting v from x we have
v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− t): (6)
Let p be a good point of ‘, if [p] = n+ 1 then counting v from p we have
v= n+ 1− s+ n(n− t): (7)
Comparing Eqs. (6) and (7) we obtain s= t, a contradiction. Thus good points of ‘
have degree n+ 1− t + s. Counting v from a good point of ‘ we have
v= n+ 1− s+ (n− t + s)(n− t): (8)
Comparing Eqs. (6) and (8) we get n= t + 1. Let x be a good point of degree n+ 1
not on ‘, then through it there pass all lines of length n+1− t=2. It follows that all
points of (P;L) are good. Hence the assertion follows.
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it follows
Proposition 3.4. Let (P;L) be a proper &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space
of order n with a good point of degree n+1 and with a point of degree n+1− t+ s.
Then visible lines of length n + 1 − s exist if and only if points of degree n + 1 − s
are good.
Lemma 3.3. Let (P;L) be a proper &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of
order n with a good point of degree n+ 1 and with a point of degree n+ 1− t + s,
then visible lines of length n+ 1− s exist.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that visible lines of length n+1− s do not exist. Then
from Proposition 3.1 it follows that points of degree n + 1 − t + s are not good. Let
p0 be a good point of degree n+ 1 and let q0 be a point of degree n+ 1− t + s. Let
‘ be the line p0q0. Since ‘ is visible we have |‘|= n+1− t. Let  be the number of
visible lines through q0. Counting v from q0 we have
v=1 + (n− t) + (n+ 1− t + s− )(n− 1− s): (9)
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Since q0 is not good we have 6n− t + s. Counting v from p0 we have
v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− t): (10)
Comparing Eqs. (9) and (10) we obtain
1 + (n− t) + (n+ 1− t + s− )(n− 1− s)¿v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− t)
hence
(−t + 1 + s) + (n+ 1)(n− 1− s)− (t − s)(n− 1− s)¿(n+ 1)(n− t);
(−t + 1 + s)− (t − s)(n− 1− s)¿(n+ 1)(−t + s+ 1);
(n− t + s)(−t + 1 + s)¿(−t + 1 + s)
¿(n+ 1)(−t + s+ 1) + (t − s)(n− 1− s);
so
(−t + s− 1)(−t + 1 + s)¿(t − s)(n− 1− s);
from which
(t − s)2¿(t − s)2 − 1¿(t − s)(n− 1− s):
It follows n¡t + 1, which contradicts n+ 1− t¿2.
From Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 3.3 it follows
Proposition 3.5. Let (P;L) be a proper &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space
with a good point of degree n + 1 and with non-constant point degree. Then points
of degree n+ 1− t + s are good.
Theorem 3.1. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n
with non-constant point degree. If there exists a good point of degree n + 1, then
(P;L) is the linear space Ss; t or s=0 and (P;L) is the pseudo-complement of t
concurrent lines, save their common point, in a projective plane of order n.
Proof. Let p0 be a good point of degree n + 1 and let q0 be a point of degree
n+1− t+ s. From Proposition 3.2 it follows that q0 is good. Let ‘ be the visible line
p0q0. Each visible line not passing through q0 has length n+ 1− t.
Case 1. |‘|= n+ 1− s. Counting v from p0 we have
v= n+ 1− s+ n(n− t): (11)
Let  be the number of lines of length n+ 1− t passing through q0, counting v from
q0 we have
v=1 + (n− t) + (n+ 1− t + s− )(n− s): (12)
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Comparing Eqs. (11) and (12) we obtain = s. If s¿0 then through q0 a line l of
length n+ 1− t pass. Let p be a good point of l− {q0}, since ‘ has length n+ 1− s
it follows that p has degree n+ 1. Counting v from p we have:
v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− t): (13)
Comparing Eqs. (11) and (13) we get a contradiction. Hence = s=0. Then there are
at least two lines of length n + 1 and so q0 is the unique point of degree n + 1 − t.
Each point di0erent from q0 is good, because through it there pass a unique line of
length n+1 and n lines of length n+1− t. Hence all points are good and all lines are
visible. It follows that (P;L) is a {0; t}-semia"ne linear space with di0erent point
degree, hence the assertion follows from results in [2].
Case 2. |‘|= n+ 1− t. Counting v from p0 we have
v=1 + (n+ 1)(n− t): (14)
Let  be the number of lines of length n+ 1− t passing through q0, counting v from
q0 we have
v=1 + (n− t) + (n+ 1− t + s− )(n− s): (15)
Comparing Eqs. (14) and (15) we obtain = s+1. Since n+1− t + s− = n− t¿1
it follows that there exists a visible line l of length n + 1 − s passing through q0.
Let x be a good point of l. If [x] = n+ 1 we are in previous Case 1 with p0 = x and
|‘|= n+1−s= |l|. Hence we have 1= = s=0, a contradiction. Thus [x] = n+1−t+s.
Counting v from x we have
v= n+ 1− s+ (n− t + s)(n− s): (16)
Comparing Eqs. (14) and (16) we obtain n= t+1. Therefore lines of length n+1− t
have only two points, so through p0 only lines of length 2 pass. It follows that all
points are good and all lines are visible. Since n= t + 1 it follows [q0]= s + 2. so
[q0] − =1. Thus l is the unique line of length n + 1 − s= t + 2 − s and all the
remaining lines have length 2. All points of l have degree n+1− t+ s, the remaining
points have degree n+ 1. Hence (P;L) is the linear space Ss; t .
Corollary 3.1 (Beutelspacher and Schestag [3] and Durante and Napolitano [7]). Let
(P;L) be a weakly {0; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n with non-constant point
degree. If there exists a good point of degree n+ 1 and t62 then:
(i) if t=1 (P;L) is an a7ne plane of order n with a point at in&nity;
(ii) if t=2 (P;L) is obtained from a projective plane of order n by deleting two
lines, but their common point.
Corollary 3.2 (Lo Re and Olanda [9]). Let (P;L) be a weakly {1; 3}-semia7ne lin-
ear space of order n with non-constant point degree. If there exists a good point of
degree n+ 1 then (P;L) is the linear space S1;3.
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3.2. Weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear spaces with constant point degree
As in the study of nite H -semia"ne linear spaces, the constant point degree case
is very di"cult. The known results are the following.
Theorem 3.2 (Beutelspacher and Schestag [3]). A &nite weakly {0; 1}-semia7ne lin-
ear space with constant point degree n + 1 is embeddable in a projective plane of
order n.
Theorem 3.3 (Lo Re and Olanda [9]). Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {1; 3}-semia7ne
linear space with constant point degree n+ 1 and b= n2 + n lines.
(i) If v¿n2 − n+ 1 then (P;L) is embeddable in a projective plane of order n.
(ii) If n2−n−16v6n2−n; n¿222 and through each point there pass at most two
invisible lines then (P;L) is embeddable in a projective plane of order n.
(iii) If v= n2 − n − 1 and through each point there pass at most two invisible lines
then (P;L) is the linear space E5.
Theorem 3.4 (Durante and Napolitano [7]). Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {0; 2}-
semia7ne linear space with constant point degree n+1 and v¿n2 points. If through
each point there pass at most two invisible lines, then v= n2 and (P;L) is the linear
space E2.
Let p be a good point, put
p= the number of lines of length n+ 1− t through p
p= the number of lines of length n+ 1− s through p
It is not di"cult to prove that p= and p= do not depend on the point p. Since
(P;L) is proper we have ¿1 and ¿1.
Proposition 3.6. Let (P;L) be a proper &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space
with constant point degree n + 1, then b¿n2 + n + 1 − st. Moreover if s=0 then
b= n2 + n+ 1.
Proof. Let ‘ be a visible line of length n + 1 − s and l′ a visible line meeeting l.
Since there are at least (|l′| − 1)s¿(n − t)s parallel lines to l (di0erent from l) and
since l meets n2 + n− sn lines, the assertion follows.
In [3, Example I, p. 327] Beutelspacher and Schestag show that there are in-
nitely many weakly {t − 1; t}-semia"ne linear spaces, so to characterize some in-
teresting examples we need extra properties. Now we give a characterization of the
complement of a subplane in a projective plane and of the complement of the set
of points of a subplane together that of an external line in a projective plane of
order n.
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Lemma 3.4 (Beutelspacher and Schestag [3]). If (P;L) is a &nite weakly {0; 1}-
semia7ne linear space with constant point degree n + 1 then (P;L) is embeddable
in a &nite projective plane of order n.
Proposition 3.7. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {0; 1}-semia7ne linear space with
constant point degree n+1 such that through each non-good point there pass at most
one visible line, then (P;L) is the complement of a set of collinear points or of a
subplane in a projective plane of order n.
Proof. Since there are visible lines of length n+ 1 and since each visible line has at
least two good points, then there are at most n − 1 invisible lines. Counting v from
a good point, we have v¿n2. Hence from the previous Lemma (P;L) is the com-
plement of a set X of points in a projective plane of order n. If X is a single point
or a set of collinear points the assertion is true. So assume that X has at least three
non-collinear points. Since through each point there pass at most one invisible line
it follows that on X is induced a stucture of projective plane and so the assertion
follows.
3.3. The case H= {1,2}
In this section we are going to prove the following result.
Theorem 3.5. A &nite {1; 2}-semia7ne linear space of order n and with b6n2 + n
lines is embeddable in a projective plane of order n or is the Nwpanka–Shrikhande
plane.
Proposition 3.8. Let (P;L) be a proper &nite weakly {1; 2}-semia7ne linear space
with constant point degree n+ 1. Then n2 − n6v6n2 − 1. Furthermore if b6n2 + n
then (P;L) is embeddable in a &nite projective plane of order n or n=4; v=12
and (P;L) is the complement of two lines in the projective plane of order 4 or the
Nwpanka–Shrikhande plane.
Proof. Let p be a good point, since (P;L) is proper counting v from p we get
n2 − n6v6n2 − 1. Assume b6n2 + n. If v¿n2 − n+ 1 then from [10, Lemma 3:6] it
follows that (P;L) is embeddable in a nite projective plane. Then let v= n2−n. We
have =1, (that is through each good point there pass exactly one line of length n).
Let L be a line of length n and L′ a line of length n−1 meeting L. Counting the lines
meeting L and L′ we have b¿n2 + n− 1.
If b= n2 + n − 1 then the parallel class  of a line of length n consists of n − 1
lines and since these lines partition P they have length n. Every line of length less
than n meets each line of , otherwise there is a line of length n which admits two
parallel in a point outside it. Hence every line has length at least n− 1. Thus (P;L)
is {1; 2}-semia"ne and so from results contained in [11] it follows that for n¿5 it
is an a"ne plane of order n less a line. If n=4 (P;L) is the a"ne plane of order
4 less a line or the Nwpanka–Shrikhande plane. Finally the case b= n2 + n. If L is a
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line of length n and  is its parallel class, then ||= n and in  there is at least a
line of length n−1, since through each good point there pass a single line of length n.
Moreover there are two meeting Let L and L′ lines of length n meeting each other,
and let ‘ be a line of length n− 1 parallel to L. For each point x of L, let ‘x the line
through x parallel to ‘ and di0erent from L.
We claim that the lines ‘x are pairwise parallel.
Assume the contrary, that is there are two points x and y such that ‘x ∩ ‘y =p. Let
Lp the line through p parallel to L, this line is parallel to ‘, other wise the point Lp ∩ ‘
has degree n+ 2. Then [p] = n+ 2, a contradiction.
Now we prove that the lines ‘ and ‘x partition P.
Let x be a point not on L and t1; t2 the two lines on x that are parallel to ‘. One of
them meets L and so it is one of the ‘x. Hence x is on one of these lines ‘x. Let 
the set of the lines ‘ and ‘x. They are a parallel class and ||= n+1. Adding a point
∞ to the lines of  we obtain a linear space of order n with n2 − n + 1 points and
n2 + n lines, then from [10, Lemma 3:6] the assertion follows.
Corollary 3.3. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {1; 2}-semia7ne linear space with
constant point degree and with b6n2 + n lines that is not {1; 2}-semia7ne. If
through every point there pass at most one invisible line; then (P;L) is the linear
space E3 or the complement of a subplane (eventually degenerate) of order at
most n − 3 together with the points of an external line, in a projective plane of
order n.
Proof. From the previous theorem it follows that (P;L) is obtained from a projective
plane  of order n by deleting the points of a subset X . Since b6n2 + n and since all
points have degree n + 1 we have that X contains a line l. The line l is the unique
line contained in X , because (P;L) is not {1; 2}-semia"ne. Furthermore X contains
at least two points outside l. Let X= l∪Y , where
Y= {p∈  |p =∈ l}:
Invisible lines are the lines of  which meet Y in at least two points. If Y is not a set
of collinear points, then it is a subplane and so the assertion follows.
4. Weakly {s; t}-semia ne linear spaces with di,erent point degrees and with no
good point of degree n + 1
In this section (P;L) is a nite weakly {s; t}-semia"ne linear space of order n
with no good points of degree n + 1. Hence points have di0erent degree. We prove
Theorem IV.
We recall that:
[p]∈{n+ 1− t + s; n+ 1} ∀p∈P and
|‘| ∈ {n+ 1− 2t + s; n+ 1− t; n+ 1− s} ∀l∈V:
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Proposition 4.1. Visible lines of length n+1−s do not exist. Moreover the maximum
length of lines is n+ 1− t.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that a visible line ‘ of length n + 1 − s exists. Let q
be a good point =∈ ‘. Then [q] = n + 1 − t + s. Hence from (W3) it follows t= s, a
contradiction.
Let l be a line and p a good point not on l, since [p]= n + 1− t + s, from (W3)
we have (p; l)= [p]− |l|= n+ 1− t + s− |l|¿s, so the assertion follows.
Proposition 4.2. If there exists a visible line ‘ of length n+ 1− 2t + s then there is
at least another visible line with this length. All lines of length n + 1 − 2t + s are
visible and are concurrent in a point p0, that is the unique point of degree n+1 and
v= n+1− 2t+ s+(n− t+ s)(n− t). Furthermore each line has length at least three.
Proof. If ‘ is a visible line of of length n+ 1− 2t + s, then all points outside ‘ have
degree n + 1 − t + s and points of degree n + 1 are on ‘. Let x be a good point
and denote with (x) the number of lines of length n+ 1− 2t + s passing through x.
Counting v from x we have
v=1 + (n− 2t + s) + (n+ 1− t + s− )(n− t): (17)
From Eq. (17) it follows that  does not depend from x, hence computing v from a
good point of ‘ it follows that ¿1.
Then through each good point there pass a visible line of length n+1−2t+ s. Since
there is a good point outside ‘ it follows that there are at least two visible lines of
length n+ 1− 2t + s.
Let p0 be a point of degree n+1, then the two visible lines of length n+1− 2t+ s
pass through it, so it is the only point of degree n + 1 and all visible lines of length
n+ 1− 2t + s are concurrent in it. Let x be a good point of ‘, counting v from x we
have
v= n+ 1− 2t + s+ (n− t + s)(n− t): (18)
Let L be a line and let y be a point of L di0erent from p0, counting v from p0 we
have:
v6|L|+ (n− t + s)(n− t): (19)
Comparing Eqs. (18) and (19) we have |L|¿n+1−2t+ s. Since points di0erent from
p0 have degree n+ 1− t + s it follows that lines of length n+ 1− 2t + s through p0
are visible.
Now we claim invisible lines have length at least n+ 2− 2t + s.
From the above argumentation we have to prove it only for invisible lines not through
p0. Let ‘ be a invisible line not passing through p0 of length n+1− 2t + s and let x
be a point of ‘. Counting v from x we have
v6n+ 1− 2t + s+ (n− t + s)(n− t): (20)
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Comparing Eqs. (18) and (20) we have that through x there pass a unique line of
length n + 1 − 2t + s, that is invisible because does not contain p0 and all lines of
length n+1− t that are visible. So the line p0x has length n+1− t. Thus for a good
point of the line p0x there pass a line of length n + 1 − 2t + s not containing p0, a
contradiction.
Proposition 4.3. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n
with non-constant point degree and whose points of degree n + 1 are not good. If
there exists a visible line of length n+1−2t+ s then there exists a weakly {s; t+1}-
semia7ne linear space with all points of degree n+1− t+ s and with a parallel class
consisting of n+ 1 lines of length n− 2t + s.
Proof. From the previous proposition it follows that the required linear space is (P;L)
less its point of degree n+ 1.
By Proposition 4:2 and (W3) we obtain the following results.
Proposition 4.4. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n
with non-constant point degree and whose points of degree n + 1 are not good. If
there exists an invisible line of length n + 1 − 2t + s then a line ‘ is visible if and
only if |‘|= n+ 1− t.
Proposition 4.5. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order n
with non-constant point degree and whose points of degree n + 1 are not good. If
there exist a line of length 2; then a line ‘ is visible if and only if |‘|= n+ 1− t.
Proposition 4.6. Let (P;L) be a &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne linear space of order
n with non-constant point degree and whose points of degree n + 1 are not good.
Suppose that a visible line of length n+ 1− 2t + s exists. Then
(i) s¿1.
(ii) t¿s+ 3.
(iii) n6 t(t−s)2 + 2t − s− 2.
Proof. From Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 it follows that visible lines have length n+1−
2t + s and n + 1 − t, there are at least two visible lines of length n + 1 − 2t + s and
that there is a single point of degree n+ 1. Furthermore invisible lines have length at
least n+ 2− 2t + s and v= n+ 1− 2t + s+ (n− t + s)(n− t). If l is an invisible line
put |l|= n+ 1− 2t + s+ "l, so "l¿1.
Claim. A visible line of length n+1−2t+s has exactly one non-good point, that is p0.
Let x be a point of a visible line ‘ of length n+ 1− 2t + s, counting v from x we
get v¿n+1− 2t+ s+ (n− t+ s)(n− t). Comparing this value of v with the previous
we obtain that x is good.
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Let  be the number of visible lines passing through p0, then ¿1. Furthermore,
since v= n+1− 2t + s+ (n− t + s)(n− t) it follows that the visible lines through p0
have length n+ 1− 2t + s.
Counting v from p0 we have
v= 1 + (n− 2t + s) +
∑
l invisible line on p0
(n− 2t + s"l)= 1 + (n+ 1)(n− 2t + s)
+
∑
l invisible line on p0
"l: (21)
Since v= n+ 1− 2t + s+ (n− t + s)(n− t), we obtain:
∑
l invisible line on p0
"l= t(t − s): (22)
Let ‘ be a visible line of length n+1− 2t+ s and let x be a non-good point not on ‘.
Put |p0x|= n+ 1− 2t + s + dx. Since p0x has two non-good points it follows that it
is invisible. So dx¿1. Lines joining x with points of ‘\{p0} have length n+1− t. If
h is line through x parallel to ‘, put |h|= n+ 1− 2t + s + "x. Counting v from x we
have









If each line h is invisible then "x6t − s − 1, hence
∑
t "x6t(t − s − 1). Thus from
(24) it follows dx¿t and hence |p0x|= n+1− 2t+ s+dx¿n+1− t, a contradiction.
Therefore on each non-good point x di0erent from p0 there is a visible line h parallel
to ‘.
Now we prove (i).
If s=0 then point of ‘ di0erent from p0 have degree n + 1 − t, but on x there is
a visible line of length n + 1 − t parallel to ‘, so points of ‘ have degree at least
n+ 2− t, a contradiction. Hence s¿1.
Let x be a non-good point, di0erent from p0, and let ix the number of invisible lines
passing through x and parallel to ‘. Furthermore put |p0x|= n+1− 2t+ s+dx, dx¿1
and for every line h through x and parallel to ‘ put |h|= n + 1 − 2t + s + "x. Then
Eq. (24) becomes




6dx + (t − ix)(t − s) + ix(t − s− 1): (25)
From Eq. (25) it follows that –x6dx.
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We claim for every non-good point x we have 16ix6dx − 1.
If there exists a point x such that ix = "x then from Eq. (25) it follows "x = t− s−1
and so from (24) we have "x = t, a contradiction. If x is a point with ix =0, then from
Eq. (25) it follows dx =0, a contradiction since dx¿1.
Now we are able to complete the proof.
(ii) From 16ix6dx−1, it follows that for each non-good point we have dx¿2. But
dx6t − s− 1 so 26t − s− 1, from which t¿s+ 3.
(iii) Let l be an invisible line not through p0, then "l¿2 and from (22) it
follows
(n+ 1− )6 t(t − s)
2
: (26)
If l is an invisible line on p0 then |l|6n+ 1− , otherwise a visible line through p0
would meet l and so l would have a good point, a contradiction.
Since |l|¿n+ 2− 2t + s from Eq. (26)(iii) follows. This ends the proof.
By Proposition 4.6 and (W3) we obtain the following results.
Proposition 4.7. There is at most a &nite number of &nite weakly {s; t}-semia7ne
linear spaces with visible lines of length n+ 1− 2t + s.
Proposition 4.8. Let (P;L) be a weakly {0; t}-semia7ne linear space with no good
point of degree n+ 1, then a line ‘ is visible if and only if |‘|= n+ 1− t.
Proposition 4.9 (Beutelspacher and Schestag [3]). Let (P;L) be a weakly {t− 1; t}-
semia7ne linear space with no good point of degree n+ 1, then a line ‘ is visible if
and only if |‘|= n+ 1− t.
Proposition 4.10. Let (P;L) be a weakly {t − 2; t}-semia7ne linear space with no
good point of degree n+ 1, then a line ‘ is visible if and only if |‘|= n+ 1− t.
Proposition 4.11. (P;L) be a weakly {0; t}-semia7ne linear space with no good
point of degree n+ 1, then every visible line has at least a non-good point.
Proof. Let p be a good point, counting v from p we have v=1+ (n+ 1− t)(n− t).
Let x be a point of degree n+1 and l a visible line with no non-good points. Thus x is
not on l. Counting v from x we have v¿1+(n+1− t)(n− t)+ t, a contradiction.
Proposition 4.12. Let (P;L) be a weakly {0; t}-semia7ne linear space with no good
point of degree n + 1 and with a visible line of length 3, then (P;L) is the Fano
quasi-plane.
Proof. From Propositions 4.1 and 4.8 it follows that all visible lines have length
n + 1 − t=3 and that invisible lines have length 2. Thus v=7 and t=1, there are
three non-good points and so the assertion follows.
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Proposition 4.13. Let (P;L) be a weakly {0; t}-semia7ne linear space with no good
point of degree n+ 1. If there is an invisible line of length n− 1 then (P;L) is the
Fano quasi-plane.
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 it follows that n − 16n − t, so t=1 and the assertion
follows from Theorem 3 in [3].
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